Information on **Semester.ly**

Johns Hopkins University (JHU) is committed to improving the undergraduate experience. One of the ways we are doing that is to make registering for classes and developing schedule a smoother process. To that end, the Registrar’s Office recently integrated into the registration experience the program known as **Semester.ly** ([https://jhu.semester.ly](https://jhu.semester.ly)).

Semester.ly is a comprehensive scheduling planning tool designed, in part, by JHU alum Noah Presler. Semester.ly is used to find classes that fit your schedule, provide you access to course evaluations, ratings, textbooks and so much more. Based on student feedback, the Registrar’s Office and IT@JH collaborated with a team of JHU Computer Science students to integrate Semester.ly with SIS registration by allowing students to directly export their planned schedule from Semester.ly into their enrollment cart in SIS.

Now, with the click of a button 🔄, you’ll be able to transfer your entire Semester.ly plan into your SIS cart as you prepare for registration. Once in your SIS cart, you will be able to submit your course registration as usual.

Please look at the screen shots below for an example:
If you would like to provide the Registrar’s Office with feedback on this new feature, please send a message utilizing the “Feedback” button in SIS.